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To philosophers and mathematicians around the world and to open-minded

and humble readers who want to be magicians.
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I would like to have had the mind of Abel or Leibnitz, just to cite

a few ones. They all were magicians.

But the only thing I know is the art of pure reasoning, an art that

everyone can learn.
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Preface

The current document shows another one of my mind experiments, and

using it I define the concept of endocentrism presenting the difference

from egocentrism, defining its opposite, exocentrism, as well. Except

the egocentrism, the other two words have been invented by me to describe

the human thinking.

Finally the concept of endexcentrism emerges as a new way of thinking.

A few words before the begining. I am not in afraid of me having mistakes

on myself. Only when loosing my ability for think I will be in afraid.

The author

April, 2011
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Next I present a glossary in order to make you understand better

the document.

Endocentrism: Thinking based on common sense. This was the thinking

of many ancient scientists.

Exocentrism: Thinking not based on our common sense and emerges

from applying non-endocentrical mathematical models(those ones that

do not follow our common sense) to deduce results that are proven in

the laboratory or well, the thinking that is infered from experiments

but does not fit our common sense. This is the kind of thinking of

many of the contemporary scientists.

Heterogeneus equation(direct): Equation that has endocentrical

variables and exocentrical parameters(see IMPORTANT NOTE later). For

instance, position is an endocentrical variable because it is easily

understandable from our common sense. In the other hand, although

we have familiarized with the concept of time, such a concept is actually

inconsistent with our egocentric point of view of not understanding

a time that must be infinite back or a before the origin of the universe.

So, time is actually an exocentrical concept and changing its value

we can obtain endocentrical values for tha variable position.

endocentrical = f(exocentrical)

Endocentric homogeneus equation(direct): Equation with endocentrical

variable and parameters. For instance, air pressure and the position

of the indicator of a pneumatic pressure meter are endocentrical parameter

and a variable respectively since we can observe the change in the

indicator with the increase or decrease of air.

endocentrical = f(endocentrical)

IMPORTANT NOTE: A parametric equation is the one that have many

independent variables where one of them can be chosen as a parameter

i.e. it is kept constant as the other ones change in order to generate

mathematical curves. Next the parameter is changed in a given quantity

and kept there to change the other ones. By doing so in succesive

steps a family of curves related to the dependent variable and the

parameter can be generated. To simplify I have considered that the

exocentrical independent variable is the parameter since it is of interest.

Also in the text when I talk about a variable I mean the dependent

variable(the one who depends on the change of the parameters and independent

variables) in the equation. For simplicity I have also considered

that only exist one independent variable and I called it a parameter

to avoid the concurrent cite of it as independent variable selected
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as parameter. I could have also assigned a letter to it but I have

tried to avoid mathematics. Now, there is no inconsistency in call

parameter to a independent variable in an equation that only have one

independent variable because a parameter is by definition an independent

variable which is chosen to be constant as the other indepoendent ones

change and such a parameter changes a given quantity when the other

variables have changed in all their interval of possible values. In

the case we are taking into consideration here, the independent and

non-parametric variables can be considered as ones that cannot be a

real or complex(or any other type) number and so the parameter will

be the only independent variable.

Related-species: Species that perceive the same endocentrical variables

and cannot perceive the same exocentrical parameters.

Local reality or local reality physics: Reality perceived by a

given species.

ENDEXCENTRISM: Endocentrical thinking based on homogeneous or heterogeneous

models and accept the diversity of endocentrisms with the argument

that our heterogeneous models predict phenomena in our reality but

the exocentrical parameters cannot be visualized and can be either

physical concepts or just mathematical mindcrafts. Also, our exocentrical

parameters could be endocentrical variables in the perception of the

world for non-related species. Only by demostrating the endocentrism

in other species, i.e. what variables they perceive, we can demostrate

if those exocentrical parameters to us and endocentrical to them physically

exist. If such a endocentrism does not exist in any other non-related

species for one of our exocentrical parameters then such a parameter

is just a mathematical mindcraft. For instance, if time does not exist

to one species but actually exist to other one then time belongs to

physical world but what happens is that one of the species just cannot

perceive it. But if any species cannot perceive the time then it is

just a mathematical mindcraft that allows the prediction of velocities

and positions but it is not a physical or natural quantity.

As a summary, ’endo - inside’ is refered to something that is perceived

by our senses or can be visualized in mind or by material models, such

as a drawing. And ’exo - outside’ refers to something that cannot

be perceived nor visualized in the mind or by material models. Endexcentrism

means an endocentrism that uses exocentrical concepts.
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Qué es exo?. No sé porque no puedo percibirlo.

A possible adaption to english of the previous spanish word-game will

be. What is taht?. I do not know because I cannot perceive it.
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Part First

Nature is endexcentrical but only its endocentrical essence is revealed

to the species, i.e. everything is explained from a personal perspective

and so using the common sense. However, when the ancients watched

the sky they saw that everything turned around them what led them to

develop an egocentrical model of cosmos based on the direct sight to

the sky. But sistematic observations led to the conclusion that the

stars do not turn around the earth but many of them including the earth

turn around the sun; an idea that break our common sense and erases

completely the old egocentrical model using logic reasonings which

place us in a new position from where we just visualize a new perspective

that, like the old one, is easy to accept by our common sense, traslating

our immediate egocentric point of view to a new egocentric point of

view, this time based on thinking, originating what I call endocentrism.
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It is clear that even understanding in current days that the earth

turns around the sun and not the opossite as an immediate look at the

sky suggest with apparent no possible refutation, we can change our

personal perception traveling in imagination to the outerspace out

of the solar system and watching the planets turning around the sun.

Only by a new egocentric vision of cosmos, visualizing in mind or drawing

planets turning around the sun , as instrospective observations suggest,

we can erradicate our old egocentric point of view of the solar system.

Hence, endocentrism can be defined as a dynamical egocentrism that

is adjusted to new discoveries and can be returned to previous egocentrisms

in practice as in the case of describing the sun turning around us

in order to know if the chef has our lunch ready.

Endocentrism allows hesitation and mistakes because it is just a change

of thinking but with the restriction that it must be according to common

sense. The earth turning around the sun is an endocentrical point

of view because it is easy to imagine that if we were outside the solar

system for a year, we would see from a strategic position how the earth

turns around the sun.

The difference between endocentrism and egocentrism is that egocentrism

is an immediate perception of reality as we see using our human senses,

which can be completely mistaken, but endocentrism is an immediate

or indirect perception of reality but adjust to common sense as well

and can be a mistake too but with the advantage of being non-fundamentalist,

i.e. it accepts mistakes but expecting a new explanation that makes

common sense. It must be clear that endocentrism implies a direct

observation of facts too but contrary to egocentrism such a facts just

emerge from a deep observation to nature and the use of logical thinking.

A high-level of instrospection is required to achieve an endocentrical

point of view of cosmos. In other words, endocentrism can be considered

as an egocentric instrospection.
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Part Second

Modern cosmologic hyphotesis use the logical inference of the concept

of singularity and the logical inference of the acceleration of galaxies,

and from there emerges an hypothesis of a balloon that expands as the

time pass. The phylosophical interpretation of bigbang says that before

that event time didn’t exist and the space neither. So we cannot talk

about before the bigbang nor an origin point of the bigbang(singularity).

When the weird bigbang started, the space were created and from there

a set of changes that made possible the definition of time which actually

does not exist in the physical world. Rather than stars moving in

an infinite space, what really exists is a space which increases its

size and there are nothing outside it, not even an infinite empty space

that is expected to be filled.
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Which of the previous ones can be considered endocentrical?. To start

with, only the acceleration of galaxies and the non-existence of time.

In fact, it is easy to imagine objects increasing their acceleration

and the time as an abstract concept, not physically real, that emerges

from the comparation of movements or cyclical changes. As we know

very well, when the sun completes a cycle in the sky, we invent the

hours and the minutes, the days and the nights, and complex solar calendars.

However, singularities are weird and not understandable. Singularity

is an exocentrical concept to us. However, it does not imply it is

an abstract concept because it could exist but the reason is not that

using it we can predict things or because it comes from a logical inference.

We could imagine that singularity creates the infinite and from there

there is no more singularity at all.

¿Which of the previous descriptions would be true if all of them predicted

the same experimental results?.

It is theoreticaly possible to develop hyphotesis based on endocentrical

homogeneous equations which have logical validity since they have been

proved by methodical deductions from axioms or by the prediction of

a-posteriori verified results using reasoned observation that is product

of experimentation. Also, from experiments we can make logical inferences

that are in concordance with our common sense. In the second case

it is easy to say that the theory is endocentrical. The first case,

less evident though, do it as well, because arithmetic and geometric

axioms are egocentric and any deduction using additions or substractions

of distances or multiplictions or divisions of shapes should lead to

logical results. For instance, by substracting a circle from other

one, a ring could be obtained. But using a quite different substraction

could lead to a circle with a small non-concentric hole. All depends

on the mathematical procedure used.

Things get complicated when we do not use our usual geometry. We are

used to observe objects that fill an empty space. The ideas from non-euclidean

mathematics do not follow our common sense but fit our logical inferences

and predict things that are proven by experiments. The nature does

not follow our common sense. Although, maybe yes, but not as we think

at a glance.
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There is a closed relationship between philosophy and pure mathematics.

Both as a set are the art of thinking of people that explore fantastic

worlds, finding by casualty real worlds.
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Parte Third

I join to the idea of some explorers in philosophy who have imagined

that everything exists simultaneously and so the objects are in many

positions simultaneously and are only our desired point of view that

activates a specific position. In fact my intuition says that a fundamental

entity is a set of infinite and undivisible points and other fundamental

entities focus on a specific region in the space that define a target

fundamental entity in order to "visualize" it better. However, I do

not go on this idea in a deeper way because it is only intuition and

could led to non-endocentrical results if I take it very seriously.
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Maybe, biology of each species preset on them the way they focus on

a given position of the objects that surround them. Hence, it is possible

that for a given species, some objects move in straight line but to

others they move in zigzag even though both are in the same room separated

a distance no longer than one meter.

It sounds strange or extravagant but could be possible. Maybe in the

future some researcher will prove that some animals move in zigzag

following a ball that move in straight line from our point of view,

which for us would be an ilogical behaviour but the animals are just

following what their perception dictates; they see a ball following

a zigzag path and not a straight one (see next figure).

Motion of the ball respect to a test animal

Motion of the ball respect to us.

As it is shown in the figure, the horizontal straigt line represents

the trajectory of a ball we throw in straight line and the zigzag line

represents the trajectory that could observe a fictional test animal.

This would demonstate not only the diversity of endocentrisms but

also the simultaneity of positions or rather that each fundamental

entity is a set of points, and non-related species focus on a given

subset of those points. What really happens is that for us the centroid

of the ball would be in a straight line and we can only see a set of

points moving around that centroid but for the test animals such a

centroid is out and in from our imaginary straight line(they see a

centroid moving in zigzag). Either the centroid points that are out

and in of the straight line belong to the same fundamental entities

that compound the ball but according to our biology we can only viualize
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the ones which are placed in the straight line. Another weird movements

in those species should occur when they follow objects that move in

circles from our point of view.

The previous reasoning leads to conclude that mathematical descriptions

must be endocentrical to work well. In our world we can predict the

next position of a ball that is thrown in straight line by using the

equation of a straight line. However, in the world of the fictional

animal, the equation must be different. An inteligent animal that

wants to get the apples we threw in straight line will discover a periodical

zigzag equation and doing so it will not need to run in zigzag but

in straight line each period of the movement of the apple in order

to save energy and making the apple-collect process more efficient.

It is interesting to imagine the possibility to find equations with

endocentrical parámeters and exocentrical variables. Such a equations

can be called inverse heterogeneous equations. We can also invent

homogeneous exocentrical equations and as its name suggests they have

exocentrical parameters and variables which are different to endocentrical

homegeneous equations which have endocentrical parameters and variables.

We can also imagine mixed equations which have endocentrical variables

and exocentrical and endocentrical parameters, or inverse mixed equations.

Also, we can build equations that have exocentrical and endocentrical

variables and endocentrical and/or exocentrical parameters.

All these models are an inverse endexcentrical thinking and if we

really want to have a thinking that follows the physical(not the abstract)

cosmos then we cannot use them. However, maybe the mixed models can

be used when we omit the exocentrical dependent variables when we get

the results, not during the mathematical development because they would

lose their mathematical nature. If you just ignore them during the

development then the models would not be inverse but direct.
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Conclusion

Endocentrical thinking is a special case of endexcentrical thinking

when direct homogeneous models are used. In the other hand, the exocentrical

thinking is an endexcentrical thinking that uses direct heterogeneous

models and whose physical validity has not been proved yet.

To unveil the mysteries of nature we have to observe it in an instrospective

and dynamical way, reasoning and hesitating, changing our way of thinking

but keeping our common sense which is our only true and efficient tool

to understand our world avoiding the believe in falacies. In other

case our fate will be to have faith in a rustic and exocentrical science.
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’‘Belief in a God is as much natural as any natural instinct can be.

An atheist asked Imam Ja’far as-Sadiq how could be convince him about

the existence of God. Coming to know that the man had gone several

times on sea voyages, Imam asked him: \Have you ever been caught in

a fierce storm in middle of nowhere, your rudder gone, your sails torn

away, trying desperately to keep your boat afloat?". The answer was

‘Yes’. Then Imam asked: \And sometimes, perhaps, even that leaking

boat went down leaving you exhausted and helpless on the mercy of raging

waves?" The answer was again ‘Yes’. Then Imam asked: \Was not there,

in all that black despair, a faint glimmer of hope in your heart that

some unnamed and unknown power could still save you?" When he agreed,

Imam said: \That power is God".’

From an Islamic book based on the Qur’an.

I got this poetical prose from http://www.al-islam.org. However I am not sure if it is the original source.
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’He said(to Elijah), ‘Go out and stand on the mountain before the Lord,

for the Lord is about to pass by.’ Now there was a great wind, so

strong that it was splitting mountains and breaking rocks in pieces

before the Lord, but the Lord was not in the wind; and after the wind

an earthquake, but the Lord was not in the earthquake; and after the

earthquake a fire, but the Lord was not in the fire; and after the

fire a sound of sheer silence. When Elijah heard it, he wrapped his

face in his mantle and went out and stood at the entrance of the cave.’

Fragment of the Torah extracted from the Luteran and/or Catholic Bible.
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APPENDIX

A thinking is in concordance with physical reality only when it uses

a direct endexcentrical thinking which for simplicity I have called

endexcentrical thinking. In other words for a local physical reality,

in this case, ours -not that of not-related species-, it is required

a thinking whose dependent variables and exocentrical parameters exist

physically and not as simple mathematical mindcrafts. Obviously from

the practical point of view the direct heterogeneous equations work

well but it does not imply that they represent the true physical structure

of cosmos.

The inverse endexcentrical thinkings, except the mixed, are absolutely

abstracts.

Both, the endocentrism and the exocentrism can use reasoned logic.

However, such a logic is only apparent and sometimes can lead to mistakes.

For instance, an endocentric thinking would be watching the sky and

deduce that everything turns around us. But, a deeper observation

of the sky led to a model that acquires its logic because it is in

concordance with the results and keeps the common sense.

In the other hand, an ancient philosopher, Buda, made logical inferences

from meditation. He realized that we are just an illusion because

for instance our heart keeps beating even without our control. In

fact, our mind and body keeps working without our control. It is a

mind who does not belong to us -because our mind has dissapeared in

the meditation- who controls our relaxed body, and is this same mind

who controls our body when we wake up and it is not our mind who does

it because ours revealed its essence while the meditation took place.

Our mind is apparent. The real mind does not belong to us and is the

same who controls the body in meditation and when it is awake. So,

we are an illusion. It is an inference that does not make sense at
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a glance because our immediate logic says that we control our mind

and with it our body.

It can be seen that it is an inference with common sense and so it

is a direct endexcentric thinking. However, it does not imply that

is physically correct because the fact that I perceive things makes

me hesitate about my non-existence. It is obvious for any person,

that we perceive a world(we don’t know how or why but it is an aparent

irrefutable evidence), and that seems to be an endocentrical variable

while such a weird mind suggests it is an exocentrical parameter.

But actually, what causes the non-perception during meditation?. I

have stablished reasonings that lead to what I called the feedback-grades

hyphotesis. According to such a hyphotesis, we are one and only one

fundamental entity. i.e. you and I are fundamental entities. Each

fundamental entity is like an infinite plane and each plane(I, you

and the other ones) have all properties of cosmos, as the Leibnitz

monads do. When planes interact each other, a distorsion on their

respective surfaces occurs, producing what people calls conscience

but what I called conscience perception. We are pure conscience, each

plane is conscience, which is just the properties that exist in cosmos.

We cannot perceive ourselves. We only can perceive the conscience(physical

properties) of the others, which occurs when we interact with other

planes. So, when we get into meditation what really happens is that

we are not interacting with other planes and so we perceive our own

essence which is not the nothing but our own whole which is in a perfect

equilibrium, with no distorsions. It is a perfect harmony, not with

the world but with ourselves because outside planes are distorting

each other and not distorting our plane who keeps isolated and deep

into the perfect equilibrium of the personal whole ; we are understanding

that we exist but we are not able to perceive ourselves. This is,

from my point of view, the lesson of meditation. When we wake up,

we interact with other planes and perceive the changes that occur on

them but not the changes that occur on ourselves because each plane

is a reference point and everything is referenced from there with the

incapacity of reference to itself. I cannot say I am here because

I am in all places but I can really say you are there because one part

of you distorts one part of me. Only when I interact with you with

my senses I can perceive you. The same can be said by you. This omnipresence

is according to the theist religions like cristian, islamic and judaic,

a property of God and according to the hinduism a property of man.

Now, Buda was right. We don’t control our mind nor our body because

we cannot modify or perceive ourselves. We are and will be as nature

make us(fundamental entities) forever. But when we interact with other

planes we can perceive them because everything is referenced to us

while ourselves are like a reference point with apparent zero dimension

and so we cannot perceive our own essence which is the whole but we

can actually assign the whole to everything that is outside us. The

same essence(the whole) that we perceive in nature is our hidden essence

we cannot perceive. Now, what do makes us to interact with others

if we cannot modify anything from us not even the motion?. Answer
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is God, who cannot be seen but seems to be there.
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Imagine an asympthotic cage with turtles inside. They want to escape

but they do not success. There are infinite cages filling an empty

space. Turtles and cages follow the euclidean geometry. But the shades

of other cages on their cage surface, make the turtles think that nature

is non-euclidean. Taht are just equations, not the reality.
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http://livingheartbeats.wordpress.com
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